1. **CONTACT**

NAME of the Association: CEMS Club Belgium

Please precise if interfaculty / interuniversity:  ○ NO, only for CEMS students

(attach your logo if you have one)

Contact e-mail: cemsclubbelgium@gmail.com
Website: Home | CEMS Club Belgium (odoo.com)
Link LinkedIn: (2) CEMS Club Belgium: bijdragen | LinkedIn

**Representation (e-mails)**
- President: Odile Luyten: odile.luyten@gmail.com
- Vice-President: Marie Schweitzer: marie.schweitzer@student.uclouvain.be

2. **MISSION (social reason, finality) & VALUES**

Free presentation about +/- ½ page.

CEMS Club Belgium is a student association with the main goal to connect CEMS students with each other, with CEMS Alumni and with Corporate Partners. CEMS is an internationally oriented double degree for students in Business Engineering/ Economics and International Management. It connects people from all over the world, in which CCB plays a fundamental role. For instance, we create incredible social events where CEMSies can get to know each other and create true friendships. Furthermore, being ambitious students, we organize several events throughout the year in cooperation with alumni from different fields and with first tier corporations from different industries.

3. **ORGANISATION & RECRUITMENT**

(e.g. if different departments in charge of the events, communication…)

+ Precise the recruitment period / constitution et renewal of the team

CEMS Club Belgium consists of a Board which supervises 5 teams organizing different types of events or activities, namely the Social, Corporate, Alumni, CSR and Marketing.
team. These teams have the responsibility to create amazing events bringing together the CEMSies around different fascinating topics.

We are always looking for motivated CEMSies to join our incredible team. CCB has 2 recruitment periods per year taking place in June and December.

4. **MAIN MAJOR ACTIVITIES & AGENDA:**  
(Regular events, training, conferences… during the academic year)

We organize weekly events with different teams throughout the academic year. Our Social events establish true friendships through dinners or bowling evenings all together. The Alumni team invites former CEMS students to share their career insights, while having insightful talks. Our CSR events highlight the importance of sustainability through engaging speakers and challenging activities. The Corporate events connect us to firms helping us to prepare our careers and to find internships. Finally, the marketing team makes sure these unforgettable moments are captured and shared through amazing pictures, videos and stories.